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PART I
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•1968 – Standard Model by Glashow, Salam and Weinberg
unification of electromagnetic and weak interactions,
existence of the weak neutral current predicted.

• 1973 – Neutral Currents discovered (Gargamelle experiment)
to avoid flavour changing neutral currents GIM mechanizm
requires existence of fourth quark (charm)

• 1974 – Charm quark discovered (Richter/Ting)
Do the Z and W bozons realy exist with mass around 90 GeV? 
Construction of SPS at CERN.

• 1983 - Discovery of W and Z bosons at CERN 
(C. Rubia, UA1 and UA2 experiments)

SM is renormalizable (t’Hooft and Veltman 1971)
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The SM Lagrangian of EW interactions 
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23 Years of W and Z Physics
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23 Years of W and Z Physics

W Mass History
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Strategy of the precision tests

W
Standard Model  describes electroweak 
interactions of quarks , leptons and Higgs boson
by exchange of GeVMZ

GeVMW

m

Z
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1st step: build LEP1 (SLC) collider at GeVs 90≈

2nd step: increase the energy to

(with possible electron beam
polarization at SLAC)

GeVs 160> (LEP only)

•Study W and Z production
•Check model internal consistency
•Look for Higgs boson(s) and 
supersymmetric particles

and
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ALEPH

OPAL

DELPHI

L3

LEP
e+e- √s=89-206 GeV
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SLD

SLC
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Parameters of the 
Standard Model
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Parameters of the Standard Model.Parameters of the Standard Model.

In the context of the SM, any EW process can be computed at In the context of the SM, any EW process can be computed at 
tree leveltree level from from αα, m, mW W , , mmZZ..

When When higher ordershigher orders are included, any observable can be predicted are included, any observable can be predicted 
asas

Contrary to what happens with Contrary to what happens with ““exact gauge symmetryexact gauge symmetry”” theories, theories, 
like QED or QCD, the effect of like QED or QCD, the effect of heavy particles do not decoupleheavy particles do not decouple, , 
and there is sensitivity to and there is sensitivity to mmtoptop and to less extend to and to less extend to mmHiggsHiggs, or to , or to 
any kind of   any kind of   ““heavy new physicsheavy new physics””..

O(α, mW, mZ, αs, mHiggs, mtop)

OnOn--Shell renormalization schemeShell renormalization scheme

and the rest of mand the rest of mf f which are known with adequate precisionwhich are known with adequate precision
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The usual procedure has been to take GThe usual procedure has been to take Gμμ, , the Fermi the Fermi 
ConstantConstant measured in muon decay, measured in muon decay, to predict mto predict mWW and and 
use this more precise value to predict any other use this more precise value to predict any other 
observable.observable.

Therefore, the Therefore, the input parametersinput parameters are chosen to be:are chosen to be:

ButBut…… the relevant scale is qthe relevant scale is q22 ≈≈ mm22
Z Z ……

αα--11(0)  = 137.03599877(0)  = 137.03599877(40)(40)
ααss(m(mZZ) = 0.118) = 0.118(2)(2)
GGμμ (m(mμμ)) == 1.166371.16637(1)(1)×× 1010--55 GeVGeV--22

mmZ                 Z                 = 91.1875= 91.1875(21)(21) GeVGeV

             e -                                   f

           e +                                 f
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The running of The running of αα(Q(Q22).).
Since vacuum polarization effects Since vacuum polarization effects screen screen 
the electric chargethe electric charge, the coupling increases , the coupling increases 
when evaluated at a high scale of the when evaluated at a high scale of the 
γγ momentum transfermomentum transfer……

The shift The shift ΔαΔα can be determined can be determined analytically for lepton analytically for lepton 
loopsloops and by and by a dispersion integrala dispersion integral over the e+eover the e+e--
annihilation cross section annihilation cross section for light quarksfor light quarks (u,d,s,c,b):(u,d,s,c,b):

             e-                                   f

           e+                                f

αα(m(m22
ZZ) = ) = αα/(1/(1--ΔαΔα))
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Optical Theorem
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aaμμ ~ ~ αα(Q(Q22)/2)/2ππ
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e e

γ

dominates error

Hep-ph/0506323
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αα(M(Mzz
22))

Using the latest experimental Using the latest experimental data from data from 
BESII:BESII:

ΔαΔα55
hadronhadron = 0.02761= 0.02761±± 0.000360.00036

((BurkhardtBurkhardt and and PietrzykPietrzyk 2001)2001)

ΔαΔα55
hadronhadron = 0.02755 = 0.02755 ±± 0.000230.00023

(Hagiwara et al. 2003)(Hagiwara et al. 2003)

These data has These data has also confirm the validity also confirm the validity 
of extending thof extending the use of e use of perturbativeperturbative QCDQCD
in the calculatin the calculation of ion of ΔαΔα55

hadronhadron . . 
The most precisThe most precise of these theorye of these theory--driven driven 
calculations gicalculations gives,ves,

ΔαΔα55
hadronhadron = 0.02747 = 0.02747 ±± 0.000120.00012

((TroconizTroconiz and and YndurainYndurain 2001)2001)

hep-ph/0312250

using CMD-2 latest data

using CMD-2 and KLOE 
latest data, seem to cancel out
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EW Radiative Corrections
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Quantum loops generate corrections in three sectors: Quantum loops generate corrections in three sectors: 

DEFINITIONDEFINITION

ρρ = = ρρ0 0 // (1(1--ΔρΔρ))
aa = = √ρ√ρ II33

vv = = √ρ√ρ II33 (1 (1 -- 4|Q| 4|Q| κκ sinsin22θθWW))

μ

απθ
G

m WW 2
)sin 22 =(

sinsin22θθWW ≡≡ 1 1 -- mm22
WW/m/m22

ZZ
                       μ -            ν μ

                             W -    e -

   
                                                                         ν e

             e-                                   f

                                            
   Z                   Z

           e+                                f

               e-                              ν         μ
                                                                

  Z

                                                                                                                          
W

             e+                           ν          μ

             e-                                   l

                                            
   Z                   γ

           e+                                l

(1+(1+ΔΔr)r)

κ ≈ 1 + ΔκQED + Δκw (mTop, mHiggs)

≈ 1 + 0.038 + 0.002

sinsin22θθeffeff

Δr ≈ Δα + ΔrW (mTop, mHiggs)

≈≈ 0.06 0.06 -- 0.0140.014

Δρ ≈ Δρ (mTop, mHiggs)

≈≈ 0.0050.005
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EW Radiative Shift
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QED and EW corrections

+ ..........

EW:

Vacuum polarization

Vertex correction

QED:
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Tests of the EW 
interactions 
at LEP/SLC
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Z lineshape at LEP

mmZZ = 91.1875 91.1875 ±± 0.00210.0021 GeV
ΓΓZZ =    2.49522.4952 ±± 0.00230.0023 GeV
σσ00

h   h   = 41.540 41.540 ±± 0.0370.037 nb
RRl      l      =    20.767 20.767 ±± 0.0250.025

Final results from LEP:

)1)()()((
26

22
3

QED
l
A

l
Vl gg

mG
Δ++=Γ Ζ

π
μ

ΔρΔρ = 0.0054 = 0.0054 ±± 0.00100.0010 (5.4 (5.4 σσ))

The The invisible widthinvisible width defined as    defined as    ΓΓinvinv ≡≡ ΓΓZZ -- ΓΓhh -- (3+(3+ΔτΔτ) ) ΓΓll = 499.0 = 499.0 ±± 1.5 1.5 MeVMeV
allows to quote a allows to quote a limit on invisible non SM Z decayslimit on invisible non SM Z decays as:as:

Number of Number of light neutrino species:light neutrino species: NNνν ≡≡ ΓΓinv inv // ΓΓll ∗∗ ((ΓΓl l // ΓΓνν))SMSM

((--1.91.9σσ))

ΔΓΔΓinv inv < 2.1 < 2.1 MeVMeV @ 95% c.l.@ 95% c.l.

NNνν = 2.9840 = 2.9840 ±± 0.00820.0082 0.0054 (0.0054 (theortheor.) .) ⊕⊕ 0.0063 (exp.)0.0063 (exp.)
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The measurements of The measurements of Asymmetries at the Z poleAsymmetries at the Z pole are are 
determinations of the ratio:determinations of the ratio:

Average of Average of 
LEP: LEP: AAll

FBFB , A, Aττ
POLPOL

SLC: ASLC: ALRLR ((χχ22/dof = 1.6/2)/dof = 1.6/2)

AAl l = 0.1501 = 0.1501 ±± 0.00160.0016

and using the and using the leptonicleptonic widthwidth,,
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sinsin22θθeffeff = 0.23113 = 0.23113 ±± 0.000210.00021
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PART II
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Tests of the EW 
interactions 
at Tevatron
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DØCDF

NuTeV
pp  √s=1.96 TeV
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W boson properties

• Decay width
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Largest contribution to error is 
error on αs and MW
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SM Analysis
and NuTev
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sin2θeff  at low Q2 (E-158)

e- e- e

e

e

ee
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Møller scattering :

ScatterScatter polarized polarized (up to 80%) 50 (up to 80%) 50 GeVGeV
electrons electrons off off unpolarizedunpolarized atomic atomic 
electronselectrons, and measure the asymmetry, and measure the asymmetry

sin2θeff(Q2=0.026 GeV2) =
0.2403±0.0010 (stat)±0.0009 (syst)

(Run I + II + III, preliminary)
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However, However, κκ(Q(Q22) ) completely dominated by completely dominated by ΔαΔα(Q(Q22),),
hence mostly sensitive to new physics at born hence mostly sensitive to new physics at born 
level (level (egeg. . ZZ’’, LFV, Contact Interactions, LFV, Contact Interactions, , ……))
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Conclusions and
future prospects
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The standard model of The standard model of ElectroWeakElectroWeak interactions interactions 
describes all precision measurementsdescribes all precision measurements, , O(0.1%).O(0.1%). The The 
precision is such that one needs to add the precision is such that one needs to add the EW EW 
radiativeradiative corrections sensitive to heavy particlescorrections sensitive to heavy particles::

Any improvement on this Any improvement on this indirect determination indirect determination 
of mof mHiggsHiggs needs an improvement on the uncertainty needs an improvement on the uncertainty 
on on mmTopTop..

mmtoptop = 172.7 = 172.7 ±± 2.9 2.9 GeVGeV

mmHiggsHiggs = 126 = 126 + 73+ 73
-- 4848 GeVGeV

mmHiggs Higgs < 280 < 280 GeVGeV @95% c.l.@95% c.l.
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The The biggest discrepancybiggest discrepancy is on the is on the interpretation of the   interpretation of the   
ratio of NC and CCratio of NC and CC as measured by as measured by NuTeVNuTeV as a as a 
determination of determination of sinsin22θθeffeff. However this interpretation . However this interpretation 
depends on depends on theoretical uncertainties that must be theoretical uncertainties that must be 
reevaluatedreevaluated, before the 3, before the 3σσ discrepancy is taken at face discrepancy is taken at face 
value. value. 

The mediumThe medium--term term future is brightfuture is bright in our field. The EW in our field. The EW 
precision measurements tells us that something has to precision measurements tells us that something has to 
happen at energy scales of happen at energy scales of O(1 O(1 TeVTeV))…… which happen to be which happen to be 
the energy scale of the energy scale of LHC and eLHC and e++ ee-- linear linear colliderscolliders..
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